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ABSTRACT

The mechanisms of viral control and loss of viral control in chronically infected individuals with or without protective HLA class
I alleles are not fully understood. We therefore characterized longitudinally the immunological and virological features that may
explain divergence in disease outcome in 70 HIV-1 C-clade-infected antiretroviral therapy (ART)-naive South African adults, 35
of whom possessed protective HLA class I alleles. We demonstrate that, over 5 years of longitudinal study, 35% of individuals
with protective HLA class I alleles lost viral control compared to none of the individuals without protective HLA class I alleles
(P ⴝ 0.06). Sustained HIV-1 control in patients with protective HLA class I alleles was characteristically related to the breadth of
HIV-1 CD8ⴙ T cell responses against Gag and enhanced ability of CD8ⴙ T cells to suppress viral replication ex vivo. In some
cases, loss of virological control was associated with reduction in the total breadth of CD8ⴙ T cell responses in the absence of
differences in HIV-1-specific CD8ⴙ T cell polyfunctionality or proliferation. In contrast, viremic controllers without protective
HLA class I alleles possessed reduced breadth of HIV-1-specific CD8ⴙ T cell responses characterized by reduced ability to suppress viral replication ex vivo. These data suggest that the control of HIV-1 in individuals with protective HLA class I alleles may
be driven by broad CD8ⴙ T cell responses with potent viral inhibitory capacity while control among individuals without protective HLA class I alleles may be more durable and mediated by CD8ⴙ T cell-independent mechanisms.
IMPORTANCE

Host mechanisms of natural HIV-1 control are not fully understood. In a longitudinal study of antiretroviral therapy (ART)naive individuals, we show that those with protective HLA class I alleles subsequently experienced virologic failure compared to
those without protective alleles. Among individuals with protective HLA class I alleles, viremic control was associated with
broad CD8ⴙ T cells that targeted the Gag protein, and CD8ⴙ T cells from these individuals exhibited superior virus inhibition
capacity. In individuals without protective HLA class I alleles, HIV-1-specific CD8ⴙ T cell responses were narrow and poorly
inhibited virus replication. These results suggest that broad, highly functional cytotoxic T cells (cytotoxic T lymphocytes [CTLs])
against the HIV-1 Gag protein are associated with control among those with protective HLA class I alleles and that loss of these
responses eventually leads to viremia. A subset of individuals appears to have alternative, non-CTL mechanisms of viral control.
These controllers may hold the key to an effective HIV vaccine.

H

IV remains a global problem, and sub-Saharan Africa continues to bear the brunt of the epidemic, accounting for 67% of
the infected people worldwide (1). Understanding the mechanisms of natural viral control in HIV infection is crucial for the
identification of correlates of immune protection and for the design of an effective HIV vaccine. Previous studies have linked HIV
control to a number of immunological factors, particularly HIVspecific CD8⫹ cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs), which have been
demonstrated to play an important role (2–5). However, virusspecific CD8⫹ T cell immune responses are not equally effective in
HIV control, as the majority of infected individuals progress to
disease despite the presence of these cells. HIV is able to evade
immune responses by developing mutations that mediate escape
from CTL recognition (6–12). In addition, the expression of certain HLA class I molecules by HIV-infected patients, such as HLAB*27, HLA-B*57, HLA-B*58:01, HLA-B*81:01, and HLA-A*74:
01, is associated with better clinical disease outcomes in some
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population settings (3, 13–18). HLA class I proteins present viral
peptides on the surface of antigen-presenting cells to CTLs, and a
major mechanism by which these protective alleles slow HIV disease progression is believed to be through CTL activity (18).
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The exact mechanisms of viral control among individuals with
protective HLA class I alleles are not fully understood. Analyses of
HIV long-term nonprogressors (LTNPs) and elite controllers
(ECs) suggest diverse and multifactorial mechanisms of natural
control of viremia. Factors contributing to elite control (undetectable HIV viral load) may include attenuated viruses with slow viral
evolution (19, 20), although replication-defective viruses are by
no means always present (21–24). HLA-B*57-positive elite controllers maintained viral suppression despite the presence of escape mutations, with evidence of CTL responses against unmutated epitopes and de novo responses against epitopes with escape
mutations (25–27).
Although the majority of HIV-1-infected individuals with controlled viremia possess protective HLA class I alleles, a substantial
minority do not. For example, approximately 60% of Caucasian
elite controllers express HLA-B*27 and/or HLA-B*57, and approximately 60% of South African elite controllers express HLAB*57/58:01 and/or HLA-B*81:01 (28–30). In these cases of viremic control in the absence of protective HLA molecules, it is
unclear whether immunological or other mechanisms of viral
control are involved. Moreover, among controllers with or without protective HLA class I alleles, the infection is dynamic such
that loss of viral control is observed at least in a subset of individuals who were previously elite controllers. The best-studied examples of progression in elite controllers are of HLA-B*27-positive
subjects in whom escape within the immunodominant Gag
epitope appears to precipitate loss of viremic control (10, 31).
However, the mechanisms underlying the loss of viral control in
previous controllers are largely undetermined, and few studies
have addressed this issue. Thus, there is a clear need to identify
mechanisms responsible for control in individuals with long-term
chronic viral control, especially contrasting those with protective
HLA class I alleles versus those with nonprotective HLA class I
alleles in order to gain comprehensive understanding of viral control mechanisms that may be harnessed in prevention or therapeutic strategies.
Here, we investigated immunological and virological factors
mediating control and loss of virological control in a cohort of 70
HIV-1-infected antiretroviral therapy (ART)-naive South African
adults from Durban, 35 of whom possessed protective HLA class I
alleles. Participants were followed longitudinally, with some
maintaining virological control throughout the study duration
whereas others experienced virologic failure. Specifically, we set
out to test the hypothesis that progression in viremic controllers
(VCs) is generally precipitated by CTL escape, in the setting of
diminished CD8⫹ T cell breadth and polyfunctionality and lowered antiviral efficacy. To this end, we determined in these study
subjects the magnitude and breadth of CTL responses, the presence or emergence of CTL escape variants, CD8⫹ T cell polyfunctionality and proliferation, and the ex vivo ability of CTLs to suppress HIV-1 replication before and after virologic failure.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study subjects. Seventy HIV-1 subtype C-chronically infected participants from the Sinikithemba (SK) cohort in Durban, South Africa (3, 4,
32), were included in the current study. Participants were ART naive at all
the time points analyzed. The date of HIV infection is unknown for all
participants. Viral loads (VLs) for all subjects were measured every 6
months with the Roche Amplicor version 1.5 test, and CD4 T cell counts
were measured every 3 months by TruCount technology using flow cy-
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tometry. The University of KwaZulu-Natal’s Biomedical Research Ethics
Committee approved the study, and all subjects provided written informed consent for participation in the study.
Definitions of study groups and subgroups. The 70 study participants studied were divided into two groups based on their VLs at enrollment: baseline viremic controllers (bVCs) were enrolled with a VL below
2,000 HIV RNA copies/ml and baseline noncontrollers (bNCs) were enrolled with a VL above 100,000 HIV RNA copies/ml. Longitudinal follow-up of bVCs allowed us to further subdivide this group into 2 subgroups based on progression status: viremic controllers (VCs) were
defined as individuals who were enrolled with a VL of less than 2,000 HIV
RNA copies/ml and maintained this low viral load for the entire period of
study (median of 4 years; interquartile range [IQR], 4 to 6 years), and
failing viremic controllers (fVCs) were defined as bVCs who were enrolled
with a VL of ⬍2,000 HIV RNA copies/ml but subsequently lost virological
control. We defined the loss of viral control as an increase in VL to more
than 10,000 HIV RNA copies/ml at a minimum of 2 time points during
the time of follow-up (median of 6 years; IQR, 5 to 6 years). These groups
are illustrated in Fig. 1.
HLA class I typing and ELISpot assay for the measurement of HIVspecific immune responses. HLA class I typing was performed on
genomic DNA samples extracted from blood at the time of enrollment as
described previously (3). Of the 70 patients included in this study, 35
possessed protective HLA class I alleles (A*74:01, B*57, B*58:01, and
B*81:01) (3, 13–17). These HLA alleles were selected as the principal protective alleles and are consistently the most protective that have been
identified in the Durban study population (17, 30, 33). The HLAs that
restricted responses seen in the nonprotective HLA group include HLAs
B*15:10, B*08:01, B*44:03, B*14:02, B*42:01, B*45:01, B*39:10, and
B*40:01 alleles. HIV immune responses were enumerated from frozen
and freshly isolated whole peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs)
by the gamma interferon (IFN-␥) enzyme-linked immunosorbent spot
(ELISpot) assay as previously described (3, 34). PBMCs were stimulated
with 410 consensus clade C 18-mer overlapping peptides (OLPs) covering
the entire proteome followed by confirmations with individual peptides
within a reactive pool at a final concentration of 2 g/ml and consensus
clade C optimal peptides corresponding to each patient’s HLA-B allele,
also at a final concentration of 2 g/ml per peptide.
Sequencing of the gag gene. Population sequencing of the gag gene
was performed as previously described (32). In brief, viral RNA was isolated from plasma samples followed by reverse transcription to generate
cDNA. The gag sequences were amplified by nested PCR, purified, and
directly sequenced. The sequences were then analyzed using the ABI
3130xl genetic analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). Sequence data were aligned to HIV-1 subtype B reference strain HXB2
(GenBank accession number K03455), and insertions with respect to
HXB2 were stripped before further analysis. Editing and alignment of
sequences were carried out using the Sequencher version 5 (Gene Codes
Corp., Ann Arbor, MI, USA) and SeAl version 2.0a11 software, available
online (http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/seal/) (A. Rambaut, Department
of Zoology, University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom), respectively. Some of the baseline Gag sequences used in this study were obtained from the GenBank database (accession numbers HM593195,
HM593368.1, HM593206.1, HM593194.1, FJ198948.1, HM593285,
HM593444, HM593233.1, HM593353.1, HM593360.1, HM593247,
HM593347.1, HM593320, HM593295, and HM593217). New Gag sequences generated in this study are available in GenBank.
Flow cytometry and intracellular cytokine staining assay. Freshly
thawed cryopreserved PBMCs were left to rest at 37°C with 5% CO2 for 4
h. A total of 200,000 PBMCs per well were stimulated with consensus
clade C Gag peptide pools (2 g/ml/peptide), and phytohemagglutinin
(PHA)-stimulated PBMCs (2 g/ml) were used as a positive control. Anti-CD107a-phycoerythrin (PE)-Cy7 (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA)
antibody and Golgi stop and Golgi plug (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO,
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FIG 1 Groups and subgroups of study participants. The 70 HIV-1 subtype C-chronically infected participants were from the Sinikithemba (SK) cohort in

Durban, South Africa. Viremic controllers (VC⫹/⫺) were enrolled with a VL of below 2,000 HIV RNA copies/ml and maintained this low VL for the entire
enrollment duration. Failing VCs (fVCs) were enrolled with a VL of below 2,000 HIV RNA copies/ml, and the VL increased to more than 10,000 HIV RNA
copies/ml at a minimum of 2 subsequent time points.

USA) were added in each well, and cells were incubated overnight at 37°C
with 5% CO2.
Intracellular cytokine staining was performed as described previously
(35, 36). The cells were then acquired on a flow cytometer (LSR II; BD
Biosciences). The 5 functions studied were CD107a, IFN-␥, interleukin-2
(IL-2), macrophage inflammatory protein 1␤ (MIP-1␤), and tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-␣). Between 30,000 and 100,000 events were
acquired per sample. The acquired data were analyzed by FlowJo version
9.6.2 (Tree Star, San Carlos, CA, USA). The gating strategy is shown in Fig.
2A. Boolean gating was performed in order to allow creation of a full array
of possible combinations of up to 32 response patterns. Positive responses
were reported after background correction, and the percentage of
epitope-specific CD8⫹ T cell responses had to be at least two times higher
than background for each tested marker. PESTLE (version 1.6.2) and
SPICE 5.0 (Mario Roederer, ImmunoTechnology Section, Vaccine Research Center, NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA) were used to analyze the multifunctional data.
CFSE proliferation assay. Freshly thawed cryopreserved PBMCs were
left to rest at 37°C with 5% CO2 for 4 h and then stained with carboxyfluorescein succinimidyl ester (CFSE) dye (Invitrogen, Paisley, United
Kingdom) for 7 min at 37°C with 5% CO2. A total of 400,000 CFSElabeled PBMCs per well were stimulated with Gag peptide pools (2 g/
ml/peptide) or PHA (2 g/ml) as a positive control, followed by incubation at 37°C with 5% CO2 for 7 days. After 7 days, cells were then washed
and stained with a live/dead marker (fixable blue dead-cell stain) (Invitrogen) for 10 min, followed by surface staining with anti-CD3 allophycocyanin (APC) H7, anti-CD4 Alexa 700, and anti-CD8 VD 500 (BD Biosciences) and a dump channel panel comprising anti-CD14 Pacific Blue,
anti-CD19 Pacific Blue, and anti-CD16/56 Pacific Blue antibodies (BioLegend, San Diego CA, USA). The cells were incubated in the dark at room
temperature for 20 min and then washed twice. Between 30,000 and
100,000 events were acquired per well (sample). The acquired data were
analyzed by FlowJo version 9.6.2 (Tree Star). The gating strategy is shown
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in Fig. 2B. GraphPad Prism version 5.0a software (GraphPad Software,
San Diego, CA, USA) was used to analyze group data sets.
Ex vivo viral inhibition assay. An ex vivo viral inhibition assay was
carried out to determine the ability of CD8⫹ T cells to suppress virus
replication by measuring the amount of HIV p24 antigen as previously
described (36, 37). Log inhibition values were calculated by subtracting
log10 p24 values of the infected CD4⫹ T cells cocultured with CD8⫹ T cells
from log10 p24 values of the infected CD4⫹ T cells without CD8⫹ T cells at
day 7. GraphPad Prism version 5.0a software (GraphPad Software, San
Diego, CA, USA) was used to analyze group data sets.
Statistical analysis. GraphPad Prism version 5.0a was used to analyze
the results. Statistical analysis was performed on Prism using the MannWhitney test, Wilcoxon matched pairs test, Fisher exact test, and KruskalWallis test. Comparison between groups was corrected for multiple comparisons. To adjust for time between time points or measurements before
and after loss of viral control, we used linear mixed models. A P value
below 0.05 was considered significant.
Nucleotide sequence accession numbers. New Gag sequences generated in this study are available in GenBank under accession numbers
KX347069 to KX347092.

RESULTS

Loss of virological control is exclusively encountered among
viremic controllers with protective HLA class I alleles. The viral
load and CD4 counts of the 70 study subjects are shown in Table 1.
During the median 5-year follow-up, 7/20 of the subjects expressing protective HLA class I alleles who were viremic controllers at
baseline had progressed to viral loads of ⬎10,000 copies/ml. In
contrast, 0/10 of the subjects not expressing protective HLA class I
alleles who were viremic controllers at baseline had progressed to
viral loads of ⬎10,000 copies/ml (P ⫽ 0.06, Fisher’s exact test)
(Fig. 1 and 3). It is important to note that individuals with protec-
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FIG 2 Gating strategy for polyfunctionality (A) and proliferative capacity
(B) of CD8⫹ T cells upon stimulation with Gag peptide pools. For polyfunctionality of CD8⫹ T cells (A), the initial gating was on lymphocytes
followed by the forward scatter height (FCS-H) versus forward scatter area
(FSC-A) to eliminate the doublets. We then gated on the live CD3⫹ T cell
population followed by gating of CD8⫹ and CD4⫹ T cell populations,
followed by the gating for individual respective functions (set based on the
negative control); these were used to identify positive responses. For the
proliferation of CD8⫹ T cells (B), the initial gating was on lymphocytes
followed by gating on the live CD3⫹ T cell population and then on CD8⫹
and CD4⫹ T cell populations. The next gates were set on the CFSE-negative
CD8⫹ population to identify proliferated CD8⫹ T cell populations. The
individual gating for proliferating cells was set based on the negative control (no stimulation); these were used to identify positive responses by
subtraction from stimulated proliferating population. SSC, side scatter;
FITC, fluorescein isothiocyanate.

tive HLA class I alleles who ended up as failing viremic controllers
(fVC⫹) had a trend toward higher baseline viral load than those
who maintained control (VC⫹) (P ⫽ 0.06, Mann-Whitney test),
suggesting that the process of control was already in motion in the
former. There were some individuals whose viral load upon follow-up was above 2,000 but below 10,000 copies/ml, and these
individuals (intermediates) were excluded from analysis of mechanisms of loss of control. We focused on the 2 subgroups with
extreme divergent outcomes in order to better understand the
factors responsible for the control among the viremic controllers
with or without protective HLA class I alleles (VC⫹/⫺) and lack of
viral control among fVC⫹/⫺ subgroups. Overall, these data suggested that the mechanisms responsible for viral control among
those without protective HLA class I alleles are more durable than
the mechanisms in those with protective alleles.
Increased breadth of CD8ⴙ T cell responses against HIV-1
Gag in baseline viremic controllers with protective HLA class I
alleles. We next characterized HIV-specific CD8⫹ T cell immune
responses in the study participants with the ELISpot assay using
consensus subtype C overlapping peptides spanning the entire
proteome followed by confirmations with individual peptides
within a reactive pool. The breadth of HIV-specific responses
overall did not differ significantly between the groups (Fig. 4A).
However, there was a significant difference in the breadth of Gagspecific CD8⫹ T cell responses between the 4 groups (P value ⫽
0.01; Kruskal-Wallis test), bVCs with protective HLA class I alleles
targeting a significantly higher number of Gag epitopes than baseline noncontrollers (bNCs) with protective HLA class I alleles (P
value ⫽ 0.004; Mann-Whitney test) (Fig. 4B). In contrast, among
individuals without protective HLA class I alleles there were no
significant differences between bVCs and bNCs in Gag-specific
breadth (P value, 0.10; Mann-Whitney test). No significant differences between the groups were observed when comparing nonGag proteins individually (data not shown). These differences are
further illustrated by comparisons between Gag and Nef breadths
in the four study groups (Fig. 4C to F), with bVC groups possessing significantly broader Gag than Nef responses. Taken together,
these observations are consistent with previous findings indicating that broad targeting of Gag but not Nef may contribute to HIV
control among viremic controllers (4, 38–40).
Loss of virologic control is associated with the loss of CD8ⴙ T
cell responses. In order to identify HIV-specific CD8⫹ T cell immune response changes associated with the loss of viral control,
samples were evaluated at baseline (before loss of control) time
point and at the time point when their VL first increased to above
10,000 copies/ml (after loss of virologic control).
A significant reduction in the overall breadth of CD8⫹ T cell

TABLE 1 Characteristics of study subjects
Group (baseline) and protective
HLA allele (⫹/⫺)a

n

Median yr of
follow-up (IQR)

Median VL, HIV RNA
copies/ml (IQR)

Viremic controllers
⫹
⫺

20
10

5 (4–6)
5 (4–6)

487 (283–1,252)
613 (399–1,213)

Noncontrollers
⫹
⫺

15
25

4 (3–6)
3 (2.5–4)

156,000 (118,000–192,000)
209,000 (132,000–330,000)

a

P value

Median CD4 count,
cells/mm3 (IQR)

0.77

P value
0.09

509 (459–684)
669 (550–865)
0.26

0.56
329 (257–377)
373 (260–478)

Protective HLA alleles: HLAs B*57, B*58:01, B*81:01, and A*74:01.
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FIG 3 Longitudinal viral load (A and C) and absolute CD4 T cell count (B and D) patterns among baseline viremic controllers with and without protective HLA

alleles. fVC⫹, failing viremic controllers with protective HLA alleles (enrolled with a viral load of ⬍2,000 HIV RNA copies/ml and later lost control, n ⫽ 7; loss
of control is defined by an increase in viral load to ⬎10,000 HIV RNA copies/ml at 2 or more time points during follow-up); VC⫹/⫺, viremic controllers with or
without protective HLA alleles (maintained viral load of ⬍2,000 HIV RNA copies/ml for the entire course of follow-up).

responses and in Gag-specific breadth was observed among the
fVC⫹ over time (P ⫽ 0.02 and P ⫽ 0.003; linear mixed models
[Fig. 4G and H]). The group of baseline noncontrollers with protective HLA class I alleles showed a trend in reduction of overall
CD8⫹ T cell response breadth (P ⫽ 0.06) and Gag-specific breadth
(P ⫽ 0.09; linear mixed models) (Fig. 4G and H). In contrast, no
changes in overall breadth or in Gag breadth were observed in
VC⫹ or VC⫺ groups (Fig. 4G and H) or in Nef-specific responses
among the fVC⫹ subgroup over time (P value, 0.14; linear mixed
models) (data not shown).
We next wanted to identify the specific epitopes in failing viremic controllers with protective HLA alleles (fVC⫹) that were lost
over time. The majority (73%) of the total CD8⫹ T cell responses
detected at baseline were no longer detectable by ELISpot assay at
the time of virological failure, and their identities are shown in
Table 2. Interestingly, in 3 subjects, there was an emergence of new
CD8⫹ T cell specificities at virologic failure (Table 2). The specific
epitopes targeted by VC⫹ and VC⫺ subgroups are shown in Tables
3 and 4, respectively. Although we found no significant loss or gain
of responses in these 2 subgroups, cumulatively VC⫹ lost 24 responses and gained 36 responses, while among the VC⫺ subgroup,
there were 13 responses lost and 4 gained at a later time point.
Overall, these data demonstrated the maintenance of overall
breadth over time in the VC⫹ and VC⫺ subgroups.
Escape mutations within Gag only partially explain the loss
of virological control in fVCs with protective HLA alleles. We
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next investigated whether the observed loss of virologic control
associated with loss of immune responses was primarily linked to
emergence of viral escape mutations as previously suggested (6–9,
11, 12, 41, 42). Longitudinal population gag sequencing was performed from plasma samples at baseline and after loss of control
for the fVC⫹ subjects and at baseline and available later time
points for the viremic controllers with and without protective
HLA class I alleles (VC⫹ and VC⫺). We assessed mutations within
epitopes restricted by the patients’ protective HLA class I alleles
plus epitopes restricted by the other HLA B alleles that the subjects
possess. The HIV-1 clade C Gag consensus sequence was used as
reference for comparison in this analysis. The percentage of variant sequences was calculated by counting the number of epitopes
with sequence changes divided by the cumulative number of
epitopes restricted by each patient’s HLA types that were tested
multiplied by 100: % variant sequences ⫽ [(number of variant
sequences/cumulative number of epitopes tested on all subjects) ⫻ 100].
For the fVC⫹ subjects, the proportion of epitopes restricted by
the HLA alleles expressed, and carrying variants, did not differ
before and after loss of viremic control (51% before versus 53%
after [Fig. 5A]). Thus, the reduction in epitopes targeted was unrelated to escape. Further work is needed to better understand the
mechanisms involved in loss of CD8⫹ T cell responses over time in
the absence of viral escape, as demonstrated by the lack of viral
escape in well-characterized Gag epitopes restricted by the protec-
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FIG 4 Baseline (A to F) and longitudinal (G and H) ELISpot screening of HIV-specific T cell responses. Overall breadth to the entire HIV proteome (A) and
breadth of Gag-specific immune responses (B) among individuals with or without protective HLA alleles (bVC⫹/⫺ and bNC⫹/⫺). An ELISpot matrix assay
followed by confirmation with overlapping peptides spanning the entire HIV-1 clade C proteome was used on thawed PBMCs. The breadth of Gag versus Nef was
assessed among the study groups: bVC⫹ (baseline viremic controllers with protective HLA alleles, n ⫽ 18) (C), bNC⫹ (baseline noncontrollers with protective
HLA alleles, n ⫽ 12) (E), bVC⫺ (baseline VC without protective HLA alleles, n ⫽ 9) (D), and bNC⫺ (baseline noncontrollers without protective HLA alleles, n ⫽
20) (F). (G and H) Longitudinal ELISpot screening of HIV-specific T cell responses. (G) Overall breadth across entire HIV proteome. (H) Breadth of Gag among
viremic controllers (VC⫹, n ⫽ 7), failing viremic controllers (fVC⫹, n ⫽ 7), and baseline noncontrollers (bNC⫹, n ⫽ 6) with protective HLA alleles and viremic
controllers (VC⫺, n ⫽ 5) without protective HLA alleles. PBMCs were stimulated with optimal peptides restricted only to individuals with HLA-B alleles and
spanning the whole HIV proteome. TP, time point.

tive HLA-B*57/58:01/81:01, despite the loss of responses to these
epitopes (data not shown).
Furthermore, Gag epitope sequences of the VC⫹ and VC⫺ subgroups were assessed at baseline (samples were available only at
this time point). The VC⫹ subgroup displayed a high proportion
of immune escape variants in epitopes restricted by the host HLA
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alleles (70% [Fig. 5B]). These data suggest that controllers with
protective HLA class I alleles maintained viral suppression despite
the presence of escape mutations, with evidence of CTL responses
against wild-type epitopes and some epitopes with escape mutations. In contrast, the VC⫺ subgroup displayed fewer variant
epitopes (49% [Fig. 5C]) and most did not elicit detectable CD8⫹
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TABLE 2 Optimal HIV peptides targeted by failing viremic controllers (fVC⫹) before and after loss of viral controlc
Subject no. and identifier
(controller status) and
peptide(s)

Allele(s) before or after loss of viremic control
Before

After

B*08-EI8; B*58:01-NL11; B*58:01-TW10; B*58:01-QW9;
B*08-EL8
B*58:01-IAW9; B*58:01-SW10; B*08-GL9
—b
—
B*08-FL8

B*08-DI8; B*58:01-TW10; B*58:01-QW9

2, SK-435 (fVC⫹)
Gag
Pol
Tat/Rev/Vif/Vpr/Vpu
Env
Nef

B*57-WF9; B*57-ISW9; B*57-KF11; B*57-TW10
B*15:10-TIL9; B*57-AF10; B*57-VI9
B*15:10-RI11; B*57-AW9; B*57-VF9; B*57-LW9
B*57-QL11
B*57-KAF9

B*57-ISW9; B*57-KF11
B*15:10-TIL9
B*15:10-WI9a
—
—

3, SK-224 (fVC⫹)
Gag
Pol
Tat/Rev/Vif/Vpr/Vpu
Env
Nef

B*07-GL9; B*57-ISW9; B*57-TW10; B*57-QW9
B*57-IW9; B*57-AF10; B*57-KI13
—
—
B*07-RM9; B*07-TL10

B*57-ISW9; B*57-QW9
B*57-IW9; B*57-AF10
—
—
B*07-RM9; B*07-TL10; B*57-KAF9a

4, SK-242 (fVC⫹)
Gag
Pol
Tat/Rev/Vif/Vpr/Vpu
Env
Nef

B*44-SL9
B*58:01-SW10
—
—
B*44-KY11; B*44-QY9; B*58:01-YY8; B*58:01-YT9; B*58:01-KY11

—
—
—
—
—

5, SK-024 (fVC⫹)
Gag
Pol
Tat/Rev/Vif/Vpr/Vpu
Env
Nef

B*39:10-GL9; B*39:10-TL9; B*39:10-NL11; B*81:01-TL9
B*81:01-LI9; B*81:01-SL10
—
—
B*81:01-RM9; B*81:01-RGF9

B*39:10-TL9
—
—
—
—

6, SK-079 (fVC⫹)
Gag
Pol
Tat/Rev/Vif/Vpr/Vpu
Env
Nef

B*57-ISW9; B*57-KF11
B*57-AF10; B*57-FF9
—
—
B*57-HW9

B*57-KF11
—
—
—
—

⫹

1, SK-187 (fVC )
Gag
Pol
Tat/Rev/Vif/Vpr/Vpu
Env
Nef

7, SK-188 (fVC⫹)
Gag
Pol
Tat/Rev/Vif/Vpr/Vpu
Env
Nef

B*58:01-TW10
B*58:01-IAW9; B*58:01-SW10
B*58:01-VF9
B*44-MY9; B*58:01-KW11; B*58:01-QL11
B*44-KY11; B*44-QY9; B*58:01-HW9; B*58:01-KAF9;
B*58:01-QL11; B*58:01-YY8; B*58:01-YT9; B*58:01-NW9;
B*58:01-KY11; B*58:01-HQ10

B*58:01-IAW9; B*08-GL9
—
—
B*08-FL8

B*58:01-IAW9
B*58:01-QY10a
—
—

a

New response.
—, no response detected.
c
Longitudinal ELISpot screening of HIV-specific CD8⫹ T cell immune responses among failing viremic controllers (fVC⫹, n ⫽ 7) with protective HLA alleles. PBMCs were
stimulated with optimal peptides restricted only to individual HLA-B alleles and spanning the whole HIV proteome.
b

T cell responses. Although the number of subjects studied here is
limited, these data reveal that VC⫹ maintained viral control despite having the highest prevalence of variant sequences either
within the epitope or in the 5 flanking amino acid residues compared to individuals lacking protective HLA class I alleles.
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No significant differences in the polyfunctionality or proliferative capacity of CD8ⴙ T cells to explain the differences
in disease status. We next studied the ability of CD8⫹ T cells to
produce diverse cytokines and proliferate upon stimulation
with Gag pool peptides at baseline and later time points. There
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TABLE 3 Optimal HIV peptides targeted by viremic controllers with protective HLA class I alleles (VC⫹) at baseline and later time pointsc
Subject no. and identifier
(controller status) and
peptide(s)

Allele(s) at time point:
Baseline

Latest time point

B*57-ISW9; B*57-KF11; B*57-QW9

⫹

1, SK-199 (VC )
Gag
Pol

B*57-IAW9

Tat/Rev/Vif/Vpr/Vpu
Env
Nef

—b
—
—

B*13-YV12a; B*13-GI11a; B*13-VV9a; B*57-WF9a; B*57ISW9; B*57-KF11; B*57-QW9
B*13-RI10a; B*57-IAW9; B*57-SW10a; B*57-AF10a; B*57KI13a; B*57-EY9a; B*57-FW11a
B*13-LL9a; B*57-IW9a
B*57-KW11a
B*13-RV9a; B*13-RI9a

2, SK-089 (VC⫹)
Gag
Pol
Tat/Rev/Vif/Vpr/Vpu
Env
Nef

—
B*57-FF9; B*57-VI9
—
—
—

B*58:01-WF9a; B*58:01-DW10a; B*58:01-QW9a
B*15:03-FY10a; B*15:03-IY9a; B*15:03-RY9a; B*58:01-IAW9a
B*15:03-FY10a; B*58:01-LW9a
B*58:01-KW11a; B*58:01-TWS10a
—

3, SK-282 (VC⫹)
Gag
Pol
Tat/Rev/Vif/Vpr/Vpu
Env
Nef

B*44-AW11; B*58:01-DW10; B*58:01-TW10
B*44-IW11; B*58:01-IAW9; B*58:01-SW10
—
B*58:01-TWS10
B*58:01-HW9

B*58:01-QW9a
B*58:01-IAW9; B*58:01-SW10
B*58:01-QY10a
B*58:01-TWS10
—

4, SK-235 (VC⫹)
Gag
Pol
Tat/Rev/Vif/Vpr/Vpu
Env
Nef

B*39-GL9; B*39-NL11; B*81-HA9
B*81-LI9
—
—
—

B*39-NL11; B*81-TL9a
B*39-SL10a; B*81-SL10a
—
—
—

5, SK-362 (VC⫹)
Gag
Pol
Tat/Rev/Vif/Vpr/Vpu
Env
Nef

B*15:01-VF9; B*15:10-VL10
B*15:03-FY10; B*15:03-IY9; B*15:03-GL9; B*15:10-TL9
B*15:03-F10
—
—

B*15:03-VF9; B*15:10-GL9a
B*15:03-FY10; B*15:03-GL9
B*15:10-WI9a
—
—

6, SK-348 (VC⫹)
Gag
Pol
Tat/Rev/Vif/Vpr/Vpu
Env
Nef

B*58:01-TW10; B*81-TL9
B*81-SL10
—
B*58:01-KW11
B*58:01-KAF9

B*81-TL9
—
—
—
—

A*74:01-RLY10; B*81-TL9; B*81-HA9; B*35-HA9
B*35-EY10; B*81-TL11; B*81-SL10; B*81-RQL11;
B*81-TM10
—
B*35-DL9; B*81-RI10; B*81-IA9

B*35-PY9a; B*35-HA9; B*81-HA9; B*81-TL9
B*35-NQY9a; B*35-EY10; B*81-TL11

7, SK-354 (VC⫹)
Gag
Pol
Tat/Rev/Vif/Vpr/Vpu
Env
Nef

—
B*35-DL9
B*35-YF9a

a

New response.
—, no response detected.
c
Longitudinal ELISpot screening of HIV-specific CD8⫹ T cell immune responses among viremic controllers (VC⫹, n ⫽ 7) with protective HLA alleles. PBMCs were stimulated
with optimal peptides restricted only to individual HLA-B alleles and spanning the whole HIV proteome.
b

were no significant differences in CD8⫹ T cell polyfunctionality to explain the divergence in disease progression among the
subgroups (VC⫹, fVC⫹, VC⫺, and baseline noncontrollers
with protective HLA class I alleles) at baseline and later time

August 2016 Volume 90 Number 15

points (Fig. 6A). However, there was a nonsignificant trend
toward the CD8⫹ T cells of viremic controllers with protective
HLA class I alleles having a higher proliferative capacity than
those of fVC⫹ at baseline (P value ⫽ 0.09, Mann-Whitney test)
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TABLE 4 Optimal HIV peptides targeted by viremic controllers without
protective HLA class I alleles (VC⫺) at baseline and later time pointsc
Subject no. and
identifier (controller
status) and peptide(s)

Allele(s) at time point:
Baseline

Latest time point

B*42-TL9; B*44-SV9;
B*44-RL11;
B*44-AW11
B*42-LI9; B*42-TL11;
B*44-SY11;
B*44-IW11
—
—
—

B*42-TL9; B*44-RL11

—
—
—

2, SK-315 (VC⫺)
Gag
Pol
Tat/Rev/Vif/Vpr/Vpu
Env
Nef

B*42-TL9; B*42-GL9
—
—
—
B*42-RGF9

B*42-TL9
—
—
—
—

3, SK-292 (VC⫺)
Gag
Pol
Tat/Rev/Vif/Vpr/Vpu
Env
Nef

B*39-TL9
—
—
—
—

B*39-TL9; B*39-NL11a
B*39-SL10a; B*39-IL9a
—
—
—

4, SK-275 (VC⫺)
Gag
Pol
Tat/Rev/Vif/Vpr/Vpu
Env
Nef

B*39-TL9
—
—
—
B*08-FL8

B*08-EV9a
—
—
—
—

5, SK-209 (VC⫺)
Gag
Pol
Tat/Rev/Vif/Vpr/Vpu
Env
Nef

B*08-DI8; B*42-GL9
—
—
—
B*42-FL9

—
—
—
—
—

1, SK-317 (VC⫺)
Gag

Pol

Tat/Rev/Vif/Vpr/Vpu
Env
Nef

—b

ing viremic controllers with protective HLA class I alleles (fVC⫹)
(Fig. 7B and C). VC⫹ subjects maintained this high ex vivo CD8⫹
T cell inhibitory capacity while the VC⫺ subjects maintained the
low inhibitory capacity at later time points. However, in the 1
fVC⫹ subject studied, despite the subject displaying a reduced ex
vivo CD8⫹ T cell inhibitory capacity at baseline, we noted a further
reduction in the ex vivo CD8⫹ T cell inhibitory capacity after the
subject lost viral control (Fig. 7C). Interestingly, there was also a
significant difference in the log10 p24 inhibition between the
viremic controllers with protective HLA class I alleles and viremic controllers without protective HLA class I alleles, with the

a

New response.
—, no response detected.
c
Longitudinal ELISpot screening of HIV-specific CD8⫹ T cell immune responses
among viremic controllers (VC⫺, n ⫽ 5) without protective HLA alleles. PBMCs were
stimulated with optimal peptides restricted only to individual HLA-B alleles and
spanning the whole HIV proteome.
b

(Fig. 6B) and no significant differences at later time points
(Fig. 6C).
Viremic controllers without protective HLA class I alleles
display limited ex vivo CD8ⴙ T cell inhibition capacity compared to viremic controllers with protective HLA class I alleles.
We further investigated the ability of CD8⫹ T cells to suppress
viral replication ex vivo as a possible mechanism of viral control.
We used a viral inhibition assay to directly compare the virusinhibitory activity of CD8⫹ T cells ex vivo among VC⫹, fVC⫹, and
VC⫺ subgroups at baseline and later time points. Figure 7A to C
shows representative data for 1 VC⫹, 1 VC⫺, and 1 fVC⫹ participant, respectively. We observed that viremic controllers with protective HLA class I alleles (VC⫹) displayed significantly higher ex
vivo CD8⫹ T cell inhibition capacity (Fig. 7A) than did viremic
controllers without protective HLA class I alleles (VC⫺) and fail-
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FIG 5 Immunogenicity and viral escape in fVC⫹ subjects before and after loss
of viral control (A) and in VC⫹ (B) and VC⫺ (C) subjects at baseline. We
evaluated if the epitopes within the Gag region had variant sequences either
within the epitope or within the 5 flanking amino acids. HIV-1 clade C Gag
consensus sequence was used as reference for comparison in this analysis. We
assessed mutations within epitopes restricted by the patients’ protective HLA
class I alleles plus epitopes restricted by the other HLA-B alleles that the subjects possessed. The percentage of variant sequences was calculated by counting the number of epitopes with sequence changes divided by the cumulative
number of epitopes restricted by each patient’s HLA types that were tested
multiplied by 100 [(number of variant sequences/cumulative number of
epitopes tested) ⫻ 100].
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FIG 6 Polyfunctionality (A) and proliferative capacity (B and C) of CD8⫹ T cells upon stimulation with Gag peptide pools—among viremic controllers
(VC⫹), failing viremic controllers (fVC⫹), baseline noncontrollers (bNC⫹) with protective HLA alleles, and viremic controllers without protective HLA
alleles (VC⫺), at baseline and at later time points. The 5 functions studied were CD107a, IFN-␥, IL-2, MIP-1␤, and TNF-␣. On the pie charts (A), red
represents 5 functions, orange represents 4 functions, yellow represents 3 functions, green represents 2 functions, and blue represents 1 function. The
gating strategy is shown in Fig. 2A. Boolean gating was performed in order to allow creation of a full array of possible combinations of up to 32 response
patterns. Positive responses were reported after background correction, and the percentage of epitope-specific CD8⫹ T cell responses had to be at least two
times higher than background for each tested marker. PESTLE (version 1.6.2) and SPICE 5.0 (Mario Roederer, ImmunoTechnology Section, Vaccine
Research Center, NIH, Bethesda, MD) were used to analyze the multifunctional data. The same subjects were assessed for the proliferation of CD8⫹ T cells
at baseline (B) and latest time point (C). The gating strategy is shown in Fig. 2B. GraphPad Prism version 5.0a software (GraphPad Software, San Diego,
CA, USA) was used to analyze group data sets.
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FIG 7 Ex vivo viral inhibition of NL4-3-infected CD4⫹ T cells by autologous CD8⫹ T cells. Infected CD4⫹ T cells were cultured ex vivo with CD8⫹ T cells
at a ratio of 1:1. Blue lines represent infected CD4⫹ T cells alone, black lines represent the negative control (uninfected CD4⫹ T cells), and the red lines
represent ex vivo coculture of infected CD4⫹ T cells with autologous CD8⫹ T cells. (A) Representative data for 1 VC⫹ at baseline and later time point. (B)
One VC⫺ at baseline and later time point. (C) Representative data for 1 fVC⫹ at baseline and later time point. (D) Log10 p24 inhibition of individual
subjects was calculated by subtracting log10 p24 values with CD8⫹ T cells from log10 p24 values without CD8⫹ T cells at day 7; here, we compared 5 VC⫹
with 3 fVC⫹ and 5 VC⫺ individuals.

former having CD8⫹ T cells with greater viral inhibition capacity (P value ⫽ 0.02; Mann-Whitney test) (Fig. 7D). Taken together, these data show that CD8⫹ T cells from viremic controllers with protective HLA class I alleles are associated with
greater viral inhibitory capacity than are those of viremic controllers without protective HLA class I alleles, suggesting an
alternative mechanism of control in the latter group.
DISCUSSION

The natural control of HIV has previously been linked to several
factors, including immunological factors, host genetics, and viral
factors in the HIV controller groups (viremic controllers, LTNPs,
and ECs). In chronically infected individuals, the evolution of
immunological and viral factors and their association with divergent disease progression patterns have rarely been characterized.
Additionally, the findings on mechanisms of viral control in HIV
controllers using cross-sectional study design have been inconclusive and therefore need resolving. In the current study, we explored the mechanisms of viral control and lack of viral control
among individuals with and without protective HLA class I
alleles. Viremic controllers with similar baseline clinical characteristics but progressing to divergent viral load outcomes
were analyzed. We assessed at baseline and longitudinally the
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CD8⫹ T cell responses using the ELISpot assay, analyzed the
polyfunctionality and proliferative capacity of CD8⫹ T cells
using flow cytometry, and analyzed Gag sequence evolution
and the ability of CD8⫹ T cells to inhibit viral replication in an
ex vivo viral inhibition assay.
The loss of virological control was evident among 35% of baseline viremic controllers with protective HLA class I alleles but not
among baseline viremic controllers without protective HLA class I
alleles. This unexpected finding may suggest that viremic controllers without HLA class I alleles are less likely to subsequently progress, suggesting a durable mechanism of viral control in these individuals. Whereas previous studies suggest that the expression of
protective HLA class I alleles is a correlate of immune protection
from disease progression (43, 44), our study suggests that individuals without protective HLA class I alleles who show virologic
control may have more durable, yet undefined mechanisms of
viral control.
We demonstrated that virologic control in subjects with protective HLA class I alleles was associated with greater breadth of
CD8⫹ T cell responses to Gag, consistent with previous data on
the importance of Gag-specific responses in chronic HIV infection (4, 38). In addition, we observed a bias toward targeting of
greater breadth of HIV Gag epitopes compared to Nef indepen-
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dently of protective HLA class I allele expression among controllers. In contrast, baseline noncontrollers with or without protective HLA class I alleles showed no bias toward targeting Gag or Nef
responses. These data further support previous work showing that
Gag CD8⫹ T cell responses are associated with the control of viral
replication (3, 4, 38) while Nef CD8⫹ T cell responses are associated with high viral load (39, 40). We also provide new evidence
that in controllers without protective HLA class I alleles, Gag
CD8⫹ T cell responses do not appear to play a significant role in
viral control. It is possible that these individuals may have robust
innate immunity or cytolytic CD4⫹ T cell responses (45). These
alternative mechanisms will be the focus of future investigations
in our cohort.
Longitudinal analysis of CD8⫹ T cell responses among viremic
controllers with and without protective HLA class I alleles
(VC⫹/⫺) over time suggests that the maintenance of CD8⫹ T cell
responses over time is important for sustained viral control during
chronic HIV infection. Further analysis of the longitudinal CD8⫹
T cell responses of the failing viremic controllers with protective
HLA class I alleles (fVC⫹ subgroup) revealed that CD8⫹ T cell
responses across the whole HIV proteome and Gag-specific responses in particular were lost over time. These observations suggest that the loss of CD8⫹ T cell responses may be related to the
loss of viral control in these individuals. This phenomenon was
also observed as a nonsignificant trend among baseline noncontrollers with protective HLA class I alleles, suggesting that this
process evolves over time as the disease progresses. However, one
important caveat is that we may have missed some responses due
to the use of consensus peptide sequences to stimulate PBMCs in
the current study. Nevertheless, our study strongly implicates diminishing CTL responses as the basis for loss of viremic control,
and we further identified the specific Gag responses that were no
longer detectable over time in this study. Future study will need to
further characterize some of the important non-Gag responses
that were also no longer detectable and contributed to loss of
viremic control.
The loss of CD8⫹ T cell responses observed among the fVC⫹
subgroup may be attributed to viral escape as a result of CTL
pressure. Analysis of the fVC⫹ subjects suggested that some of the
CD8⫹ T cell responses were lost as a result of sequence variation
(viral escape) within the cognate epitopes. This is consistent with
other studies (12, 41, 42). However, some epitopes remained wild
type after loss of control and yet did not elicit detectable CD8⫹ T
cell responses. Deciphering the underlying mechanisms for loss of
these responses (not explained by viral escape) will require further
investigation. Nevertheless, our data unequivocally show that
these CD8⫹ T cell responses underwent functional or phenotypic changes, and the mechanisms involved will require further investigation. Our data also reveal that the loss of viral
control did not always occur as a result of escape. This is because there were no significant differences in the levels of escape at baseline versus those after the loss-of-control time
point, suggesting that the loss of control is primarily related to
the loss of CD8⫹ T cell responses.
Furthermore, previous studies have described mutations such
as T242N, A163G, and T186S as reverting mutations in HIV infection, possibly due to their fitness cost (46, 47). In our study, the
T242N mutation was the most common mutation and reversion
to wild type occurred in 2 fVC⫹ subjects with no detectable CD8⫹
T cell response, indicating that reversion in these 2 subjects re-
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sulted from the loss of CTL pressure. However, in some individuals there was no reversion observed despite the loss of CD8⫹ T
cell responses. Previous studies show that some mutations within
Gag have a fitness cost to the virus (32, 48); however, compensatory mutations can develop and restore viral fitness, or reversion
can occur, especially when the CTL pressure is lost. In our study, it
is possible that the fVC⫹ individuals may have developed compensatory mutations that restored viral fitness, hence, the increasing viral load in these individuals.
We also showed that VC⫹ subjects had a high level of escape,
with 70% of the epitopes at baseline having variant sequences.
Viral control was sustained in these individuals despite ongoing evolution in plasma viruses, and this is in agreement with
some previous studies that showed that some elite controllers
maintained viral control despite ongoing viral replication and
evolution in plasma viruses and that they were able to develop
de novo immune responses to variant peptides (27, 49); however, we did not test for de novo immune responses in our
study.
We also demonstrated here using the viral inhibition assay that
viremic controllers with protective HLA class I alleles displayed
significantly higher ex vivo CD8⫹ T cell inhibitory capacity than
did those viremic controllers without protective HLA class I alleles, who displayed limited ex vivo CD8⫹ T cell inhibitory capacity. These data may lend further support to alternative mechanisms of HIV control in VCs without protective HLA class I alleles
where CD8⫹ T cell responses may not be associated with virus
suppression. Other intrinsic factors, such as host restriction factors or viral mutations that affect interactions with these factors,
may play a role in the control of viremia in these individuals as
previously shown (50, 51).
Conclusion. Overall, our data indicate that individuals without protective HLA class I alleles were less likely to lose viral control. Furthermore, we showed that the breadth of Gag CD8⫹ T cell
responses is the most significant correlate of viral control in individuals with protective HLA class I alleles and that the loss of
virologic control in individuals with protective HLA class I alleles
was related to a reduction in the total breadth of CD8⫹ T cell
responses. The presence of escape mutations within epitopes only
partially explains divergent disease progression in the subgroups
studied, where the loss of some of the CD8⫹ T cell responses
resulted from escape while the reasons for the loss of some others
were not known. Additional investigation of the function and
quality of the CD8⫹ T cells showed that these factors did not
account for the divergent disease progression status observed
in the subgroups studied. Furthermore, the control of viremia
in individuals with protective HLA class I alleles was associated
with the ability of the CD8⫹ T cells to inhibit viral replication.
Our findings here are consistent with those of Emu et al. (44),
who also demonstrated that HLA class I-restricted CD8⫹ T
cells were responsible for viral control in elite controllers with
protective HLA alleles but not in those without those alleles.
We extend those findings by demonstrating that loss of CD8⫹ T
cell breadth and viral inhibitory capacity explains loss of control in those with protective HLA alleles and that loss of the
responses was not always explained by viral escape. However,
further investigation will be required to characterize factors
that may be associated with control in individuals without protective HLA class I alleles.
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